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ABSTRACT

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are considered as a candidate material for future elec-
tronic interconnect applications. This thesis summarizes the research work on the
fabrication and characterization of CNT-based interconnect systems, and explores
the possibilities of integrating CNTs into various electronic interconnect scenarios.
CNTmaterial properties and fabrication methods are introduced as well as its po-

tential for solving the future interconnect challenges. The technology development
works are presented in detail in four categories: synthesis, densification, coating
and transfer.
The principles of the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method for producing the

CNTs are described and discussed. Densification methods are developed in order
to increase the volume density of the pristine porous CVD-grown CNTs. Two tech-
niques, vapor-based densification and paper-mediated wet densification, have been
proposed and characterized. CNT transfer techniques are developed in order to
decouple the harsh CVD growth environment from the target application devices.
Two kinds of transfer medium materials, indium and polymer, have been proposed
and optimized. To improve the electrical performance of the pristine CNTs, metal-
lic coating techniques for both vertically aligned and randomly dispersed CNTs
are developed and characterized.
Finally, three different CNT-based interconnect scenarios: bumps, through sili-

con vias, and flexible conductors, are demonstrated and characterized, using the
as-developed processes. The integration technologies developed in this thesis not
only improve the CNT process compatibility with the conventional electronics
manufacture flows, but also offers state-of-the-art electrical and mechanical perfor-
mance for the non-conventional flexible and stretchable interconnect applications.

Keywords: carbon nanotube; electronics packaging; electrical interconnect; bump;
through silicon via; three dimensional integration; densification; transfer; flexible
electronics
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1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 background

Interconnect, which servers the purpose of exchanging signals between various
components, is one of the most critical parts of an electronic system. In most
electronic systems, metals are the dominant materials for making the interconnect.
For example, copper and aluminum are extensively used as the microelectronics
interconnect. Copper traces with nickel and gold finish are commonly used on a
printed circuit board (PCB). And copper cores can be found in almost all the
electrical cables.
As the metal interconnect technology gets mature, it is reaching its physical

limitations in many applications. For example, at nanometer scales, copper in-
terconnect becomes more resistive and suffers performance decrease due to grain
boundaries scattering, line edge roughness and undesirable diffusion [1]. Copper
through silicon via (TSV) suffers from its mismatch of coefficient of thermal expan-
sion (CTE) with silicon substrates [2]. Furthermore, in many emerging applications,
like the flexible, transparent and stretchable electronics [3], metals have very lim-
ited fatigue resistance and stretchability [4] which are critical in the success of
these new devices.
Carbon nanotubes (CNT), which were brought into the research spotlight in

the 1990s [5], are considered as one of the promising materials to build future elec-
tronic interconnect systems. CNTs are mechanically flexible and resilient, and have
very low thermal expansion. The maximum current carrying capacity of the CNTs
can be up to 109 A/cm2 [6–8], much higher than that of copper. CNTs are reliable
because they have high resistance to electromigration and have very low Joule heat-
ing. Moreover, they are thermally conductive and stable. These advantages have
already triggered intensive research on developing CNT-based interconnects [9–18].
However, despite of the numerous efforts spent, this new material has not yet been
transitioned from academia to industry, mainly due to CNT’s incompatible syn-
thesis conditions, imperfect synthesis products and difficulties in manipulating the
synthesis results.
As part of the efforts to remove the obstacles hindering the exploitation of the

CNT-based interconnects, this thesis focuses mostly on the process development
works that shall be required for the realization of functional CNT interconnect
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1.2 outline

systems. Demonstrative interconnect systems have been realized at scales from
micrometers to millimeters, which are related to the potential applications at the
package level and the system level.

1.2 outline

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 gives a general introduction
to the the background and outline of this thesis. Chapter 2 provides a general
introduction to the basics of the CNT materials. In chapter 3, the CNT process
development works are discussed in detail, including the synthesis, densification,
transfer and metallic coating of the nanotubes, with the aim to improve the quality
of the CNTs and to make the fabrication processes comply with the established
technologies. In chapter 4, the individual processes discussed in chapter 3 are se-
lectively combined and application-specific CNT interconnect demonstrators, i.e.
bumps, through silicon vias and flexible conductors, are fabricated and character-
ized. Lastly, chapter 5 provides a summary of this thesis.
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2
CARBON NANOTUBE BAS ICS

Carbon nanotubes (CNT) can be considered as hollow long tubes composed of
rolled single-atom layers of graphite (also called graphene). A single-wall CNT
consists of just one layer of graphene, while a multi-wall CNT consists of two or
more layers (Figure 2.1a).
A graphene layer can be rolled into tubes in different directions. This is rep-

resented by a pair of indices (n,m) which is called the chirality (Figure 2.1b).
According to different n and m, CNTs can be classified into three different types:
zig-zag if m=0, armchair if n=m, and chiral for the rest of the combinations. The
electrical, thermal and mechanical properties of the CNT, concerning its use as an
interconnect material, are discussed as follows.

2.1 electrical properties

A single-wall CNT can be either metallic or semiconductive depending on its chi-
rality [20]. As shown in Figure 2.1b, A single-wall CNT with the chirality indices
(n, m) satisfying n−m = 3i, where i is an integer, exhibits metallic behavior in
conducting electrons. Single-wall CNTs with all other chiralities are semiconduc-
tive with a band gap approximately inversely proportional to the tube diameter
[21–23]. Armchair single-wall CNTs (n = m) are always metallic. Other metallic
single-wall CNTs (n−m = 3i, where i 6= 0) have a small band gap of 2 to 50 meV
induced by the curvature of the tube [6]. When synthesized in large quantities,
one third of the produced single-wall CNTs are statistically metallic, while two
thirds are semiconductive. In the case of multi-wall CNTs, the same principle ap-
plies to the walls of one tube. Multi-wall CNTs have been experimentally shown to
have multichannel conduction [24]. Opening the ends of the multi-wall CNT using
etching [25, 26] and polishing [27] can make the inner shells available to electron
conduction. The CNTs used in this thesis are all multi-wall CNTs.
If the length of a conductive single-wall CNT is shorter than its electron mean

free path, it will behave as a quantum conductor with twice of a quantum con-
ductance (G0 = 2e2/h, where e is the elementary charge and h is Planck’s con-
stant [6]). Therefore, in principle the minimum resistance of a single-wall CNT is
h/4e2 = 6.45 kΩ. The electron mean free path of a CNT at room temperature can
be up to a few tens of micrometers [28, 29].
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2.2 thermal properties

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Modeling of the CNTs. (a) One CNT can be considered as the graphene sheet
rolled up. (b) Different chiralities of the CNTs. (reference [19])

CNTs also have some other unique electrical properties. Individual CNTs can
carry a current density up to 109 A/cm2 [6–8], which is a few orders of magnitude
higher than that of copper. CNTs have not been observed to fail due to electro-
migration [30]. The Joule heating in CNTs is significantly less than predicted by
Joule’s law [31].
It should be noted that the CNTs with defects show much higher electrical resis-

tance than the perfect CNTs [32], which triggers many research efforts, including
this thesis, to make up for these imperfections.

2.2 thermal properties

CNTs possess exceptionally high thermal conductivity of more than 3000 W/mK
at room temperature [33, 34], higher than those of copper (∼400 W/mK) and
diamond (∼2000 W/mK). These results agree well with the theoretical calculations
and modeling works [35–37] on the thermal properties of CNTs. Similar to the
electron transport, it should be pointed out that the defects and vacancies in the
CNTs significantly decrease their thermal conductivity [36].
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2.3 mechanical properties

2.3 mechanical properties

CNT is a very strong material due to the strong covalent sp2 bonds between
the carbon atoms. The Young’s modulus of the single-wall CNTs and multi-wall
CNTs are both in the TPa range (3.6 TPa for single-wall CNTs and 2.4 TPa
for multi-wall CNTs [38–40]). Theoretical work has predicted values in a similar
range [41–43]. The tensile strength of CNT is in the range of a few tens of GPa
[39, 40, 44]. The CNTs are mechanically anisotropic as their Young’s modulus in
the transverse direction is much lower than that in the axial direction for CNTs
with large diameters [45]. CNTs have low thermal expansion close to zero [46],
which matches well with that of silicon (2.6×10-6 K-1), compared with copper at
around 16×10-6 K-1 and aluminum around 22×10-6 K-1 at the room temperature.
In the macro scale, on the other hand, CNTs are also quite flexible and resilient
[47].

2.4 carbon nanotube synthesis

CNT synthesis is typically a multi-step chemical process in which carbon is de-
posited in solid form. This conversion occurs at the nano scale via endothermic
reactions occurring at the surface of the catalyst nano-particles. The catalyst is
added either in the form of nano-scale deposition on a substrate or freely floating
nano-particle aerosol embedded in the bulk phase. The most common methods
for making CNTs are: 1) plasma arc discharge, 2) laser ablation, and 3) chemical
vapor deposition (CVD).
Sumio Iijima used the arc discharge method for the early discovery and iden-

tification of CNTs in the 1990s [5]. The process involved condensation of carbon
atoms generated from evaporation of a solid carbon source. In this method, high
electric currents (about 50 to 120 A) are passed through the graphite electrodes
placed at a distance of approximately 1 mm in the synthesis chamber, causing
the material from the cathode to sublimate and the nanotubes to form on the
anode. The arc discharge process has very high temperature (~3200 K) in the elec-
trode gap, which usually requires a lot of energy input, and hence is expensive.
Unwanted byproducts such as polyhedron graphite particles may contaminate the
CNT products.
In the laser ablation method [48], a high energy laser is directed to ablate a

carbon target, which contains nickel or cobalt catalyst, in a tube furnace at the
temperature of around 1400 K. A flow of inert gas is passed through the chamber to
carry the CNTs downstream, to a collector surface. The CNTs formed by the laser
ablation method are of higher quality than those produced by the arc discharge
method. However, the laser ablation method is not cheap either, because it requires
a lot of energy as well.
In the CVDmethod, CNTs are chemically synthesized (also referred to as “grown”)

by the decomposition of a hydrocarbon gas over transition metal catalysts, such as
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2.4 carbon nanotube synthesis

Method name
Reaction

temperature
(ºC)

CNT
length
(μm)

Growth rate
(μm/sec)

CNT
quality Purity

Arc discharge ~ 4000 1 Up to 107 High Low

Laser ablation ~ 1000 ~ 1 ~ 0.1 High Med

CVD 500-1200 0.1 - 105 0.1 - 10 Med Med-
high

Table 2.1: Summary of the CNT synthesis methods. (data based on reference [49])

Figure 2.2: (a) TEM picture of one typical multi-wall CNT. (b) SEM picture of one typical
CNT bundle array. Both samples were grown by the CVD method.

iron, copper or cobalt, at a temperature between 500ºC and 1000ºC. This method
generally involves the dissociation of the hydrocarbon molecules and the satura-
tion of the carbon atoms in the catalyst metal nano-particles. The precipitation
of carbon from the saturated metal particles leads to the formation of the CNTs.
Additional hydrogen or ammonia gases are used for the activation and reactivation
of the catalytic surface. The CVD method usually produces lower quality CNTs
compared with the other two methods. But in return, the CVD method has a
higher production rate and more freedom of controlling the resultant CNT bun-
dles’ geometry, as the catalyst particles can be easily patterned and the synthesis
environment can be precisely conditioned.
The characteristics of different CNT growth methods are summarized by refer-

ence [49] and briefed in Table 2.1. In this thesis, the randomly dispersed CNTs
in Paper E were produced by the external supplier, while all the other vertically
aligned CNTs were synthesized by the in-house CVD machine. Figure 2.2a shows
the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) picture of one typical multi-wall CNT
produced by the CVD method. Figure 2.2b shows the scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) picture of such CVD-grown CNTs in an array form.
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3
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

The processes required for handling emerging new materials like the CNTs are
quite different from those of the traditional materials like metals or polymers. For
instance, the technologies to process metals have been developed for hundreds of
years. There are established process flows, such as welding, soldering, annealing,
alloying, and plating, etc., to transform metals from one form to another. There
are huge equipments to handle tons of metals, as well as dedicated equipments to
produce thin metal films with atom-level thickness.
But for those recently discovered new materials like the CNTs, there are no

established infrastructures. Those well-established process techniques cannot be
simply adapted and applied. Instead, process innovations are required due to the
unique physical, chemical and geometrical properties of the CNTs. New process
flows need be devised and new equipments need be built, in order to properly
manipulate and transform the CNTs according to various application requirements.
This chapter describes the detailed methods for the synthesis, densification,

transfer, coating and composite formation of the CNTs for interconnect applica-
tions.

3.1 chemical vapor deposition of carbon nanotubes

A commercially available CNT CVD machine1 is used for the in-house growth work
in this thesis (Figure 3.1).
There are two widely accepted growth modes for CVD CNTs: tip growth and

base growth (Figure 3.2a, b). Both modes are based on the vapor-liquid-solid
theory developed by Wagner and Ellis [51]. In their model, hydrocarbon gases
are decomposed, dissolved and supersaturated in the catalyst particle. Carbon
diffuses through the catalyst particle and gets precipitated from the solution, thus
forming the walls of the nanotubes. The catalyst-substrate interaction is found to
play a dominant role for the difference in growth modes. Weak interaction, which
is indicated by a larger catalyst-substrate contact angle (Figure 3.2a), tends to
yield tip-growth CNTs, whereas strong interaction, indicated by a smaller contact
angle, tends to yield base-growth CNTs (Figure 3.2b). Reference [52] provides an
insightful review of the catalytic growth of CNTs by the CVD method.

1 Black Magic, AIXTRON SE
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3.1 chemical vapor deposition of carbon nanotubes

Figure 3.1: (a) The Black Magic machine from AIXTRON. (b) The quartz growth chamber
inside the Black Magic.

Figure 3.2: Widely accepted CNT CVD growth mechanisms. (a) Tip Growth. (b) Base
Growth. (c) Gases and catalysts used in this thesis. (d) A typical temperature
profile of a complete CNT growth cycle. Temperature measured on the surface
of the graphite heater. (figure a, b adopted from reference [50])
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3.1 chemical vapor deposition of carbon nanotubes

Parameter Typical value Tunable range

Catalyst thickness (iron) 1 nm 1 - 5 nm

Barrier layer thickness (alumina) 10 nm > 5 nm

Preheating time 180 sec 180 - 300 sec

Preheating temperature 500ºC 500 - 550ºC

Growth time 8 min 1 - 10 min

Growth temperature 700ºC 650 - 850ºC

H2 gas flow 698 sccm 600 - 850 sccm

C2H2 gas flow 200 sccm 150 - 250 sccm

Table 3.1: Typical growth conditions and corresponding tunable ranges of the thermal
CVD method used in this work.

A simplified illustration of the growth environment configuration used in this the-
sis is depicted in Figure 3.2c. The substrate is patterned using standard photolitho-
graphy with 10 nm alumina under 1 nm iron as the barrier/catalyst film structure.
The alumina film helps to prevent the iron catalyst from diffusing into the silicon
substrate. After the iron and alumina films are patterned, the sample is loaded on
a graphite heater in the quartz growth chamber of the Black Magic (Figure 3.1b).
The chamber is pumped down to below 0.2 mbar to create a sufficient vacuum. A
generalized growth temperature profile of the heater is shown in Figure 3.2d. In the
first stage, called preheating, the heater rises up to 500ºC while controlled amount
of hydrogen (H2) gas is fed into the chamber. The chamber is kept at 500ºC for
up to 3 minutes. Right after the preheating follows the growth stage, in which
the temperature of the heater is raised up to above 700ºC and acetylene (C2H2)
gas is fed into the chamber as soon as the temperature starts to rise. The growth
stage time is adjusted according to the required length of the grown CNTs. The
typical growth rate is around 100 μm/min given the typical parameters listed in
Table 3.1. This growth rate holds true until the length of CNTs reach around 250
μm to 300 μm, after which the growth gets saturated and the rate slows down. To
finish the growth, the whole chamber is cooled down by 1000 sccm nitrogen flow
before the sample is taken out. The CNTs just taken out of the growth chamber
will be referred to as the “pristine CNTs” or “raw CNTs” in the rest of this thesis,
differing from the “densified” or “transferred” CNTs that are further processed.
Table 3.1 lists the important growth parameters, their typical values and tunable

ranges for the thermal CNT CVD process. The growth result is dependent on
several key factors which are discussed as follows.
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3.1 chemical vapor deposition of carbon nanotubes

Figure 3.3: The uniformity issue caused by different gas flow rates. (a) Non-uniform growth
on a 2-inch wafer due to the insufficient gas supply. The edge CNTs are higher
than those in the center. (b) Uniform growth on a 2-inch wafer after increasing
the gas flow.

3.1.1 Impact of H2 and C2H2 Flow Rate

The original flow rates of H2 and C2H2 are 698 sccm and 200 sccm, respectively,
according to the suggestion from the vendor of Black Magic. It works well on small-
sized samples (up to 9 mm × 9 mm), but not always on larger 2-inch silicon wafers.
Figure 3.3a shows the growth result on a 2-inch wafer using 698 sccm/200 sccm
H2/C2H2. It can be clearly observed that the CNT bundles in the wafer center are
much shorter than those in the edge areas (the word bundle and forest are used
interchangeably in this thesis to describe CNTs structures grown by patterned
iron catalyst). The growth becomes uniform after increasing the gas flows to 830
sccm/240 sccm H2/C2H2, as shown in Figure 3.3b. Our hypothesis is that the 698
sccm/200 sccm flow rate generated non-uniform gas concentration on the surface
of the wafer, thus causing uneven growth. Due to the difficulties in probing the gas
flow pattern in real time, a definitive conclusion cannot be given at this moment.

3.1.2 Impact of Bundle Aspect Ratio

The structural quality of the CNT growth is dependent on the length of the CNT
bundles. Figure 3.4a is the SEM graph of the growth result of two 1 μm × 5
μm CNT bundles sitting on top of two molybdenum electrodes, using the typical
growth conditions listed in Table 3.1. The bundles were grown to a height of 15 μm,
which resulted in an aspect ratio of around 15:1. Another growth result of the same
catalyst and barrier layer configuration is shown in Figure 3.4b, but in this case
the bundles are more than 100 μm high instead, giving a more than 100:1 aspect
ratio. It is clear that the longer CNTs became distorted and started to curve at
the later stage of the growth. This result infers that the CNTs with higher aspect
ratios are vulnerable to structural distortion at later stages of the growth.

10



3.2 densification of carbon nanotubes

Figure 3.4: SEM micrograph of the CNT bundles of different aspect ratios. (a) Two 1 μm
× 5 μm CNT pillars grown for 15 μm long. (b) The same pattern grown for
more than 100 μm long.

3.2 densification of carbon nanotubes

Pristine CVD-grown CNT forests are porous. During the last decades, many at-
tempts have been made to increase the volume fraction of the CVD-grown CNT
forests. Catalyst engineering has been employed to increase the nanoparticle den-
sity [53, 54], but the CNT forests produced by these methods are still much less
dense than the ideally packed ones. Post-growth densification methods have also
been developed. Mechanical compression was proposed to densify the CNTs by
applying an external force on the CNT forests [55, 56]. Immersion of the CNTs
into liquid was used to achieve a wet densification using capillary force [57, 58].
Vapor instead of liquid was later introduced in the wet method, which improved
the quality of the densified CNTs [59]. A dry method was also developed, based
on encapsulating CNTs at low pressures [60]. Judging from all of these reported
works, vapor densification seems to produce the best results in terms of uniformity
and stability.

3.2.1 Vapor Densification Method

A detailed study of the vapor densification method has been carried out within
the scope of this thesis (Paper A). Figure 3.5a, b show the experimental setup
and the corresponding result of a vapor densification method. A chip carrying raw
CNT forests was placed on a lid above a beaker containing a boiling solvent. The
solvent used here was acetone diluted in water, heated to 75ºC. Other evaporative
solvents, such as isopropanol and methanol, were also proven be able of delivering
similar densification results. The entire vessel was closed. After the sample was
taken away from the beaker and cooled down, the solvent evaporated again leav-
ing the individual CNTs drawn into each other by the capillary force in between.
Longer exposure time led to more solvent condensed on the chip, hence generating
more densified forests. It is clearly shown that the CNT forest structures are well-

11



3.2 densification of carbon nanotubes

Figure 3.5: Formation of three-dimensional carbon nanotube structures by controllable
vapor densification. (a) Illustration of the experimental setup of the vapor
densification. The chip carrying CNT forests was placed on a lid above the
boiling solvent, collecting controllable amount of solvent. (b) Illustration of the
mechanism of the vapor densification. After collecting and evaporating different
amounts of solvent, the CNT forests can be densified to different degrees. (c)
Undensified CNT forests. (d-h) CNT forests densified after exposing to the
solvent vapor for 20 (d), 30 (e), 40 (f), 50 (g), and 60 (h) seconds. (from Paper
A)

12



3.2 densification of carbon nanotubes

Figure 3.6: Densification results of CNT forests with different volume fractions.(a-c) CNT
forests grown at an pre-heating temperature of 500ºC. (d-f) CNT forests grown
at an pre-heating temperature of 600ºC. (from Paper A)

preserved, thus further manipulation of such densified bundles is possible (Figure
3.5c-h).
The densification result is affected by the site density of the raw CNT forests.

CNTs of different volume density are prepared by varying the pre-heating tem-
perature and densified with vapor densification method. Higher pre-heating tem-
perature (600ºC) produces bigger and sparser iron catalyst particles while lower
temperature (500ºC) produces smaller and denser particles. For forests with high
CNT density, their original shape (circular in this case) is maintained after the
densification (Figure 3.6a, b, and c). For more porous CNT forests, their original
shapes are distorted after densification (Figure 3.6d, e and f).

3.2.2 Paper-Mediated Wet Densification Method

Although the vapor densification method described above produces high quality
densified CNT bundles, the control of the vapor can be difficult when dealing with
micro- or nano-sized structures at larger scales. Therefore, densification on a large
substrate, i.e. on silicon wafers, cannot be well controlled by this method. In order
to further improve the densification of the CNTs, a paper-mediated wet densifica-
tion method has been developed (Paper C). Figure 3.7 shows the illustration of an
improved wet densification method based on the previously discussed vapor densi-
fication. A piece of paper wet with acetone was used as the liquid source instead of
the boiling acetone-water mixture. The paper-mediated densification process was
set up by wetting a piece of paper at room temperature using acetone, and putting
the raw CNT-carrying silicon substrate upside down onto that wet paper. When
the CNT forests were in contact with the wet paper surface, the capillary force

13



3.2 densification of carbon nanotubes

Figure 3.7: Paper-mediated liquid densification process of the CNT forests. (a) Illustration
of the experimental setup and the mechanism of the paper-mediated densifi-
cation. (b) Undensified CNT forests. (c-f) Densification result after contacting
the paper surface for 15(c), 30(d), 45(e), 120(f) seconds. (g) Hexagon-shaped
CNT forests after densification. (h) Square-shaped CNT forests after densifi-
cation. (i-j) High magnification SEM micrograph of the sidewalls of the CNT
forests before (i) and after (j) the densification. (from Paper C)

Figure 3.8: Densification of CNTs on a 2-inch wafer. The CNTs are sputter-coated with
titanium and gold.
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3.2 densification of carbon nanotubes

Un-densified (μm) Densified (μm)

Average height 523.6 368.6

Standard deviation 1.4 3.5

Maximum height 527.6 375.6

Minimum height 521.5 358.7

Table 3.2: Heights of one un-densified and one densified array of 8 × 8 CNT forests densi-
fied by the vapor densification method. (from Paper A)

Un-densified (μm) Densified (μm)

Average height 400.6 394.1

Standard deviation 1.2 4.9

Maximum height 402.7 399.2

Minimum height 390.9 380.8

Table 3.3: Heights of one un-densified and one densified array of 8 × 8 CNT forests densi-
fied by the paper-mediated densification method. (from Paper C)

drove the acetone up along the gaps between individual CNTs. The surface tension
thereby collapsed the loosely porous CNT forests into densely packed bundles. Af-
ter removing the substrate from the paper, the acetone evaporated and densified
CNT bundles were hence formed. The degree of densification can be controlled
by limiting the contact time of this self-assembly process. This paper-mediated
densification method generates similar results as the vapor densification method.
Being an improvement, this paper-mediated method increases the stability of the
process as trapped liquids are much easier to control than the vapor from the boil-
ing liquid. Wafer level densification can thus be achieved, which greatly improves
the scalability of the densification process (Figure 3.8).

3.2.3 Height Uniformity of Densified Carbon Nanotubes

The height uniformity of the densified CNT arrays, resulting from the above two
densification methods, has been carefully characterized. Two sample substrates,
each containing 8×8 CNT forests, were prepared in the same batch, one densified
and the other not, were measured using the contact-less optical surface profiler2.
Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 compare the CNT uniformity before/after the vapor and

the paper densification methods, respectively. In Table 3.2, the raw CNT forests

2 Interferometer Wyko NT1100, Veeco Instruments Inc.
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3.2 densification of carbon nanotubes

Figure 3.9: Impact of the aspect ratio on the quality of densification. (a) Longer CNT
forests before densification. (b) Longer CNT forests after densification. (c)
Shorter CNTs of same diameter gets better densification quality.

are highly uniform, the standard deviation being lower than 0.3% of the average
height. The vapor densification process only slightly deteriorates the uniformity.
The standard deviation of the forest heights is lower than 1% of the average height
after densification. Heights of the tallest and shortest forests are both within 10 μm
from the average value, 368.6 μm. Similarly in Table 3.3 for the paper densification
method, with the average height decreased from around 400 μm to 394 μm due
to densification, the standard deviation only slightly increased from 0.2% to 1.2%.
Both densification methods exhibit good quality in terms of uniformity.

3.2.4 Impact of Bundle Aspect Ratio

The quality of densification was also found to be dependent on the aspect ratio of
the CNT bundles. Figure 3.9 shows the comparison of the densification results of
high and low aspect ratio CNT bundles. High aspect ratio cylindrical CNTs were
grown (Figure 3.9a) and densified using the vapor densification method (Figure
3.9b). To compare, CNT forests of similar diameter were grown for shorter length
and densified using the same method (Figure 3.9c). It can be clearly seen from these
figures that the shorter CNTs receive much more uniform densification result than
the longer ones. The aspect ratio for producing distortion-free densified cylindrical
CNT bundles was found to be between 2:1 to 4:1. As the densification will reduce
the diameter of the bundles to around 1/3 of the origin (Paper A and C), the
resulting densified CNTs can have an aspect ratio of more than 6:1 with good
quality control.
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3.2 densification of carbon nanotubes

Figure 3.10: (a) Illustration of the compression test on the densified CNT bundles. (b)
SEM micrograph of one partially-densified CNT bundle after compression
test. (c) Plot of the load versus displacement measurement of one partially-
densified CNT bundle. Two phases of the compression can be distinguished
by the change of slope near 230 μm displacement. (from Paper C)

3.2.5 Young’s Modulus of CNT Bundles

By controlling the densification time, we are able to stop the densification at
the degree that dual-porosity vertically aligned CNT structures similar to those
made by Futaba et al. [61] were produced (Paper C). The strength of the as-
densified bi-phase CNT bundles was tested by compressing the structure in the
vertical direction and measuring the corresponding load versus displacement curve
(Figure 3.10a). The CNT forest used in this test was around 400 μm in height and
partially densified, which means some of the structure was left undensified (Figure
3.10c inset). One example of the measured load-displacement curve is shown in
Figure 3.10c and the CNT bundle after compression test is shown in Figure 3.10b.
Due to the dual-porosity of the structure, the load-displacement curve can be
divided into two phases, of which the first phase corresponds to the deformation
of the undensified section and the second phase to that of the densified one. Six
samples were tested in this experiment and the calculated Young’s modulus of the
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3.3 transfer of carbon nanotubes

undensified section is approximately 15.8 MPa ± 2.5 MPa on average, which is
similar to the results of the previous studies [62]. In the second phase of the tests,
the Young’s modulus increased to approximately 111.9 MPa ± 45.7 MPa for the
densified CNT part, leading to a significant enhancement of the material strength.
The observation of two distinct modulus phases is similar to the finding of J. Suhr
et al. [63], in which the densification of the CNTs are achieved by the compression
test itself.

3.3 transfer of carbon nanotubes

Transfer technologies are introduced to relocate the raw CNTs from the growth
substrate onto the target device substrates, in order to avoid exposing the target
substrate directly to the high temperature (>500ºC) CVD synthesis environment,
which is unacceptable for most existing devices. By using the transfer technology,
CNT growth can be conducted at any arbitrary optimized conditions, and the
target device surface can be chosen from a large variety of materials. Transferring
CNTs thus brings the freedom of wider process flexibility. The first CNT transfer
experiment was demonstrated by Huang et al. in 1999 [64], who showed that a
CNT-carrying substrate was removed by immersing the nanotube-deposited quartz
plates into an aqueous hydrofluoric acid solution and stand-alone CNT films were
obtained. Since this kind of solution-based wet method has difficulties in controlling
the shape and uniformity of the CNTs arrays, a lot of researchers now focus on the
dry methods instead, which involves the use of assembly materials, such as solders
and adhesives, for the transfer purpose [65–68].
The choice of transfer material and process is highly dependent on the require-

ment of the application. In applications where high electrical conductivity is re-
quired, solder metals [68–73] or conductive adhesives [74, 75] are mostly studied
for the transfer process. In applications where structural integrity is desired, non-
destructive transfer processes using curable polymers are preferred. The merits
and limitations of different transfer methods and processes are discussed in the
following sections.

3.3.1 Transfer by Indium

Metal is the mostly widely adopted interconnect material in electronics. Thus the
use of metal for transferring the CNTs are quite natural [68–73]. One commonly
used metal is indium (In) due to its low melting temperature [68]. Figure 3.11
illustrates an example of the indium transfer process developed within the scope
of this thesis (Paper B, C). The CVD-grown CNTs were sputter-coated with a
layer of titanium and gold (Figure 3.11a) and then pressed onto a target substrate
coated with a indium film (Figure 3.11c). The sample was then heated up to melt
the indium (Figure 3.11d). After the indium was melted and alloyed with the
titanium/gold film, the CNT growth substrate was removed and the CNTs were
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3.3 transfer of carbon nanotubes

Figure 3.11: Illustration of the transfer process of the CNT forests using indium as the
transfer medium. (a) Vertically-aligned CNT forests are grown and coated
with think layer of titanium/gold. (b) The CNT forests are densified through
a densification process (optional step). (c) The target chip is prepared with a
thick indium layer (around 1 μm). (d) The two chips in (b) and (c) are aligned
and then bonded at an elevated temperature (between 150ºC and 200ºC). (e)
The growth substrate is separated.

Figure 3.12: Indium-transferred CNTs. (a) Un-densified CNTs.(reference [76]) (b) Densi-
fied CNTs. (from Paper C).

therefore transferred (Figure 3.11e). This indium transfer technology can be used
on both un-densified and densified CNTs (Figure 3.12a, b). In the attached paper
B and C, the uses of indium as an transfer material for fabricating through silicon
vias and interconnect bumps are described in detail. This process can be adapted
to use conductive adhesives instead of indium in cases where temperature and
pressure should be limited, as the curing of conductive adhesives usually requires
lower temperature and the viscosity of the adhesives allows lower pressing force to
ensure good contact with CNT bundles [67].

3.3.2 Transfer by Polymer

Although solders and adhesives have been widely studied for transferring the CNTs,
the patterning and placement of solders or adhesives can be an unnecessary process
overhead when CNTs are used specifically for wafer-level 3D interconnect, because
solders and adhesives are rarely used at this stage of semiconductor fabrication.
Furthermore, the process stability is still unsatisfactory due to the limited contact
area with the CNT arrays. In Paper D, a new transfer process has been developed
and implemented for integrating the CNTs as 3D through silicon vias (TSVs).
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3.3 transfer of carbon nanotubes

Figure 3.13: Fabrication process flow for transferring CNTs into silicon vias. (a) Growth
of the CNTs on the silicon wafer. (b) Densification of the CNTs. (c) Coat
the CNTs with titanium/gold layer. (d) Another silicon wafer patterned by
DRIE. (e) Use DRIE to etch through the silicon wafer. (f) Align and insert
the CNT wafer into the TSV wafer. (g) Fill the gaps between the CNTs and
the via walls using BCB. (h) Use O2 plasma etching to remove the BCB on
CNT caps. (i) Remove the CNT growth wafer by DRIE. (from Paper D)
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3.3 transfer of carbon nanotubes

Figure 3.14: Illustration of the PDMS transfer method. (a) CVD CNT forests grown on
silicon. (b) The sample, with or without metallic coating on the CNTs, is
infiltrated with PDMS and cured. (c) The CNT/PDMS composite structure
is released from the substrate, forming a free standing flexible film. (from
Paper F)

Figure 3.13 is an illustration of the CNT transfer flow for filling the via holes.
The CNTs were grown on a 2-inch silicon wafer. Next, the CNT-carrying wafer was
densified using the paper-mediated densification method (Figure 3.13b). The CNT-
carrying wafer was then coated with a titanium/gold layer by sputtering (Figure
3.13c). At the same time, a TSV wafer was prepared using standard photolithog-
raphy and deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) (Figure 3.13d, e). The two wafers
were then aligned using a flip-chip bonder3, and the CNTs were inserted into the
through silicon holes (Figure 3.13f). In order to form a reliable bond between the
CNTs and the TSV wafer, the joined wafers were spin-coated with a thin layer
of benzocyclobutene (BCB) and cured at 250°C in nitrogen gas to fill the gaps
between the CNTs and the via walls (Figure 3.13g). After the BCB was cured, the
sample was put into a plasma etching chamber and etched by oxygen plasma at
250 W power for 7 minutes (Figure 3.13h). This plasma etching removed the BCB
from the tips of the CNT bundles, exposing the CNTs for electrical contact for the
further processing, and therefore creating a through silicon path from the bottom
to the top side of the TSV wafer. Finally, the substrate carrying the CNTs was
removed by etching from the backside, so that the silicon wafer with transferred
CNT TSVs was completed (Figure 3.13i). We also tried out two polymers other
than BCB, i.e. polymethyl methacrylate (polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), 11%
solid in anisole) and epoxy resin. It was observed that polymers with lower viscos-
ity (BCB, epoxy resin) generated better transfer results than the highly viscous
11% PMMA.
This transfer method was further modified, using silicone-based polydimethyl-

siloxane (PDMS) instead of BCB, for the fabrication of CNT/polymer composite
material. In this modified process, PDMS solution was poured onto the vertically
aligned or randomly dispersed CNTs, with or without metallic coating depending
on the application (Figure 3.14a, b). Next, the sample was put into vacuum below
50 mbar to remove the bubble inside the PDMS. After de-bubbling, the sample
was put stationary in a refrigerator at 10ºC for over 5 hours to allow complete in-
filtration of PDMS into the CNT network. Afterwards, the sample was heated up
to 80ºC for 20 minutes to cure the PDMS. Once the PDMS was cured, it formed

3 FINEPLACER® lambda, Finetech GmbH
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a composite with the CNTs and the composite film could be easily removed from
the underlying substrate, resulting in a flexible sheet with patterned CNTs fully
embedded (Figure 3.14c). This process has been used in the CNT-based flexible
interconnect applications which are further described in Paper E, F and G.

3.4 metallic coating of carbon nanotubes

There have been numerous studies on the metallic coating technologies for the
CNTs. Although experimental works have shown the great electrical and mechani-
cal properties of the raw CNTs, it still remains a challenge to produce large quan-
tities of CNTs with the reported excellence in electron transport and mechanical
strength. The relatively low synthesis temperature of the CVD method implies in-
sufficient energy input as compared with the laser or arc discharge methods, which
are capable of producing CNTs with record properties [6, 7]. However, as is dis-
cussed in the last chapter, CVD is the only method that produces well-patterned
and aligned CNT arrays. This makes it particularly favorable in electronics appli-
cations where the control of geometry is essential to make any functional devices.
Futhermore, pristine CNTs usually form poor contact with metals due to the exis-
tence of Schottky barriers [77]. This severely hinders the possibility to use CNTs
to improve existing electronic devices.
In this thesis work, two types of metallic coating techniques, one for the aligned

directional CNTs and the other for the randomly dispersed CNTs, have been de-
veloped and characterized.

3.4.1 Sputtering and Electroplating Metals on Carbon Nanotubes

Titanium is reported to be one of the most suitable contact metals for the CNTs
[78, 79]. It can be easily deposited onto the CNTs either by sputtering or by
evaporation. Due to the high aspect ratio nature of the CNT bundles used in this
thesis, sputtering is more preferable as it offers better side wall coverage. It is
also possible to sputter additional metal layers after the titanium deposition for
various purposes. For example, aluminum can be used to increase the conductivity
of the CNTs because it is cheap and highly conductive. Gold is often used as the
passivation and protection layer against the ambient environment. In this work,
the surface morphology of the CNT bundles is studied by increasing the sputtered
metal thickness. As shown in Figure 3.15, the metal layers start to coat individual
CNTs and gradually form a continuous film as the gaps between the nanotubes are
closed by the increasing amount of deposited metals. However, it should be noted
that, the sputtered metal atoms cannot penetrate deep into the CNT bundle to coat
the inner nanotubes. One CNT bundle coated with 20 nm/50 nm titanium/gold
was intentionally destroyed to expose the inner structure (Figure 3.16a). The side
view into the crack opening revealed that the sputtered titanium/gold stayed only
on the bundle surface and the inner nanotubes were not coated (Figure 3.16b).
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3.4 metallic coating of carbon nanotubes

Figure 3.15: SEM micrograph of the surface morphology of the pristine and the metal-
coated CNTs. (from Paper G)

Figure 3.16: (a) One CNT bundle coated with titanium/gold was intentionally destroyed
to expose the inner nanotubes. (b) The side view into the crack opening
revealed that the sputtered metals stayed only on the bundle surface and the
inner nanotubes were not coated.
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Figure 3.17: (a) Illustration of the copper electroplating apparatus setup. (b) Picture of the
apparatus setup. (c) The CNT sample was sputter-coated with titanium/gold
as the seed layer for electroplating. (d) Copper started to agglomerate on the
CNT surface during plating.

Figure 3.18: (a) SEM micrograph of the pristine CNT forest before copper electroplating.
(b) The same CNT forest after 2-minute’s copper electroplating. (c) Zoom-in
picture on the copper/CNT surface.

The thickness of the sputtered metal is usually limited to several hundreds of
nanometers. In order to obtain even thicker metal layers, electroplating can be
used. In this work, copper electroplating on the CNT surfaces has been studied.
The copper electroplating apparatus setup is illustrated in Figure 3.17a, b. The
CNT sample was first sputter-coated with 20 nm/100 nm titanium/gold seed layer
(Figure 3.17c). It was then put in the CuSO4 solution (J-PLATE CU 400) and
connected to the plating cathode. The copper source was connected to the anode.
After the power supply was turned on, copper started to agglomerate on the CNT
sample surface, driven by the electrical current through the Cu2+-rich solution.
The plating current was set to 2-3 A/dm2 for optimal plating quality. The speed
of copper plating was measured to be around 0.6 μm/min.
The quality of copper plating was examined by SEM. Figure 3.18 shows the

result of a 2-minute plating on a quite large CNT structure (features at millimeter
scale). The comparison between the CNT structures before and after the plating
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Figure 3.19: CNT copper electroplating results. (a) SEM micrograph of a hexagonally pat-
terned CNT bundle, pre-densified and electroplated with copper for 2 minutes.
(b) Zoom-in picture of the tip of the hexagonal CNT bundle. (c) Zoom-in pic-
ture of the trunk of the hexagonal CNT bundle. Uniform and continuous cop-
per film was plated all over the CNT structure. (d) A hexagonally patterned
CNT bundle produced by the same densification and electroplating process.
(e) Zoom-in picture of the CNT tip, distorted and fully copper-covered. (f)
Zoom-in picture of the CNT root and silicon substrate. Copper crystals with
diameter of 1-2 μm can be clearly observed.

process clearly shows the formation of a continuous yet defective copper film on
the CNT forest surface (Figure 3.18a, b) . Due to the high porosity of the pristine
CNTs, the immersion into the plating solution created significantly large voiding
and distortion inside the bundle structures (Figure 3.18c).
By applying the densification process before copper electroplating, the structural

integrity of the CNT forest can be retained thus improving the plating quality.
Figure 3.19a-c contain the SEM micrographs of a hexagonally patterned CNT
bundle, 300 μm in diameter and 400 μm in height, pre-densified and electroplated
with copper for 2 minutes. The zoom-in pictures of the CNT tip and trunk (Figure
3.19b,c) show quite good copper film uniformity. No voiding or breakage could be
observed. The same plating process was applied to even smaller CNT bundles with
5 μm in diameter and 200 μm in height (Figure 3.19d-f). For samples of such a large
aspect ratio, the structural integrity could no longer be retained, thus leading to a
distorted CNT bundle after electroplating. A 2-minute plating gave a copper film
of around 1.4 μm in thickness which completely filled up the whole CNT structure.
Copper crystals with diameters of 1-2 μm could be clearly observed on the surface
of both the CNT and the silicon substrate (Figure 3.19e,f).
Four-probe measurement was carried out to characterize the resistance of the

copper-plated CNT bundles. Figure 3.20 shows the I-V curve of a typical copper-
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Figure 3.20: I-V curve of a typical copper-plated CNT bundle. The four probe measure-
ment resulted in a resistance of 35 mΩ, which can be converted into resistivity
of 6.9×10−7

Ω·m if the CNT bundle was approximated as a cylinder of 100
μm in diameter and 400 μm in height.

plated CNT bundle. The resultant resistance was 35 mΩ, which can be converted
into a resistivity of 6.9×10−7

Ω·m, if the CNT bundle was approximated as a
cylinder of 100 μm in diameter and 400 μm in height. This resistivity is around
two orders magnitude lower than that of the CNT bundles coated with titanium/-
gold layers of hundreds of nanometers thick (Paper C, D), and very close to the
resistivity of widely used Sn-Ag-Cu solder alloys (around 10−7

Ω·m).

3.4.2 Solution Based Silver Coating on Carbon Nanotubes

Sputtering and electroplating provide good metal coverage on CNT bundles of
large geometries. However, in certain cases, for example, CNT-based printing ink,
complete metal coverage on individual CNTs is required. Therefore, a solution-
based chemical coating process has been developed in this work to coat individual
multi-wall CNTs with silver, aiming for the flexible interconnect applications. It
must be noted that the credit for developing the following chemical coating process
should be attributed to my co-worker, chemist Nan Wang. The details can be found
in the attached paper E. In this thesis, the brief chemical process is included as a
reference.
The fabrication processes of the CNT hybrid nanowires are schematically il-

lustrated in Figure 3.21. The surface of the CNTs was successively coated with
firstly a (3-Aminopropylaminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES) layer, then a sil-
ica layer, followed by palladium nanoparticle and silver nanoparticle deposition.
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Figure 3.21: Schematic of the various modification steps in the synthesis of multi-
functionalized CNT-based hybrid nanowires. The surface of CNTs was coated
with APTES, silica, palladium nanoparticles, and silver nanoparticles. (from
Paper E)

Every functional material in this process has been specifically chosen for its ben-
eficial properties: CNTs act as a flexible framework as well as additional electron
pathways. APTES improves the dispersion of CNTs in polar solvents by bringing
in hydrophilic silane and amino groups on the surface of CNTs. The mesoporous
silica layer is used as the template for the attachment and deposition of metallic
nanoparticles. Palladium nanoparticles served as the catalyst to provide nucleation
sites for silver growth. Silver nanoparticles are deposited in a silver nitrate solu-
tion and they are the main conductive media to improve the contact surface of the
hybrid nanowires and to build high-efficiency conductive networks. Finally, func-
tionalized CNT based hybrid nanowires were obtained through electroless silver
plating.
To understand the morphology changes of the CNTs, TEM study was used before

and after the silica coating process. The micrograph of the pristine CNTs shown
in Figure 3.22a indicates a smooth CNT surface with a diameter of 10 nm. In
comparison, a silica-around-CNT shell structure along the axial direction of the
nanotubes can be observed from Figure 3.22b, which indicates a successful silica
coating. The degree of silver nanoparticles coverage on the CNT surfaces was found
to be very critical for optimizing the electrical performance of the hybrid nanowires.
Hence, a series of functionalized CNT specimens were prepared with increased
silver nitrate concentrations from 1 g/L to 15 g/L. TEM observation shows that
the morphologies of the CNTs changed as the silver nitrate concentrations were
varied (Figure 3.22c-f). When a lower silver nitrate concentration (1 g/L) was used,
small silver nanoparticles with an average size of 20 nm were formed due to the
absence of adequate silver precursor sources (Figure 3.22c). Upon increasing the
concentration of silver nitrate from 1 g/L to 15 g/L, the average size of the silver
nanoparticles was increased from 20 nm to 50 nm with better surface coverage
(Figure 3.22c-e).
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Figure 3.22: (a) A pure CNT with a diameter of 10 nm. (b) Silica-around-CNT shell
structure. An amorphous silica layer with a thickness about 10 nm was de-
posited at the surface of APTES-CNTs. (c-f) Functionalized CNT-based hy-
brid nanowires prepared with different silver nitrate concentrations: (c) 1 g/L;
(d) 5 g/L ; (e) 10 g/L; (f) 15 g/L, the inset shows the zoom-out image of the
nanowire network. (from Paper E)
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4
APPL ICAT IONS

In this chapter, the process technologies described in chapter 3 are combined and in-
tegrated for the fabrication of novel interconnect structures based on both aligned
and randomly dispersed CNTs. The use of CNT-based interconnects in conven-
tional applications, such as bumps and through silicon vias (TSVs), are demon-
strated. Flexible, stretchable and transparent interconnect applications are also
demonstrated. For the bumps and TSVs, the research focuses more on the pro-
cess compatibility with the existing and established manufacturing flows, while for
non-conventional flexible, stretchable, and transparent interconnects, the research
focuses more on the exploration of unique CNT properties to satisfy the demand
of these applications.
Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 correspond to the attached papers C, D, E, F

and G. To be concise, these sections only summarize the highlights of the published
papers. Each section starts with a brief background discussion, and proceeds with
the major achievement highlighted. One or two abstract figures are taken from
the corresponding papers to provide a better perception of the demonstrators. For
the complete documentation of each application demonstrator, please refer to the
attached full texts of the papers and their online supplements.

4.1 bump interconnects

Bump interconnect is a very common part of an electronic system. Bumps are
usually used to connect the silicon die to the external circuits, such as the printed
circuit boards and the silicon interposers [80]. As the size of the electronic systems
keeps shrinking, it is demanded to increase the bump density and to reduce the
bump footprint. The trend to scale down the bump interconnect has brought up
various challenges for the traditional metal materials. Thermally and mechanically
related failures are further exacerbated by the increases in interconnect density,
number of layers, and power consumption [81].
In order to cope with these challenges, Paper C proposed a novel process to use

the CNTs as the bump interconnect. To start with, the pattern of the bumps was
prepared by standard photolithography on a silicon wafer. Alumina and iron were
evaporated onto the wafer sequentially using an e-beam evaporator. The wafer
was cut into small chips and put into the CNT growth chamber for the synthesis
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4.2 through silicon vias

Figure 4.1: SEM micrograph of (a) transferred CNT bumps and (b) traditional copper-tin
based bumps (reference [82]).

of CNTs by thermal CVD method. The grown CNTs were densified and sputter-
coated with titanium and gold metal thin films. Finally the CNTs were transferred
onto the indium-coated target substrate. Figure 4.1a, b show the picture of a
resulting CNT bump array, in comparison with a traditional metal bump array.
Most CNTs were transferred with their densified structures intact.
The resistance of the transferred CNT bundles was measured by the standard

four-probe method. The extrapolated resistance of one bundle is around 3.7 Ω.
The I-V curve exhibits good linearity during the voltage sweep, which confirms the
good contact between the CNTs and the indium-coated substrate. The estimated
resistivity of such a bump can be derived given the rough dimensions of the bump
(Figure 4.1a), with the simplification that the bundle is a 160-μm-wide and 350-μm-
high cylinder. The corresponding resistivity is calculated to be around 2.1×10-4

Ω·m. This resistivity value is still much higher than those of the typical metals,
i.e. copper or aluminum, mainly due to low quality CVD-grown CNTs. However,
in turn, the CNTs suffer much less from electromigration-introduced degradation
and thermal coefficient mismatch, which makes it a possible rival in applications
where reliability plays the most critical role.

4.2 through silicon vias

Stacking of circuits in the third dimension is one of the key technologies for future
silicon scaling, and through silicon vias (TSVs) play a critical role in realizing this
vision. However, TSVs made of metals usually have issues such voiding, extrusion,
electromigration, and various thermal-mechanically induced reliability problems
[83–85].
In Paper D, an improved method for fabricating CNT-based TSV interconnects is

demonstrated and characterized, which complies with the temperature requirement
of the existing device fabrication flow. CVD growth, paper/vapor densification,
sputter coating and polymer transfer processes described in chapter 3 were used
in the fabrication of the CNT TSVs.
One of the main features of this work is the hollow hexagonal CNT design

introduced in an effort to obtain high aspect ratio CNT vias. Using this hexagonal
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Figure 4.2: (a) Optical image of ten stacked CNT vias pairs in a row. (b) Two stacked
CNT via with exposed black CNT cores. (c,d) Two stacked CNT vias with
and without ICA. Densified hexagonal structures can be seen through the
semi-transparent polished polymer. (e) The cross-section of a densified CNT
via with 30 μm in diameter and 30 μm in height. (f) Illustration of the double
layer CNT TSV stacking scheme. (from Paper D)

design, aspect ratios of 10:1 were obtained. This is a considerable improvement
over commonly adapted cylindrical bundles, which tends to get distorted for aspect
ratios larger than 4:1 [86].
To stack the TSVs, the wafers were cut, aligned, stacked and bonded using

the epoxy resin as a non-conductive bonding material (Figure 4.2f). One stacked
sample was polished for cross-section examination as shown in Figure 4.2a. Un-
fortunately, the cross-sectioning was not 100% aligned to the CNT array. On the
other hand, this fact made it possible to observe different aspects of the CNT vias
along the cross-section. For the left-side vias, the cross-sectioning reached the core
of the CNT bundles, thus exposing the black CNTs (Figure 4.2b). For the right-
side vias, the cross-sectioning stopped just before the CNT core, thereby leaving
the densified hexagonal structure fully visible through the semi-transparent poly-
mer filling (Figure 4.2c,d). To further illustrate the possibility of scaling down this
process, the cross-section of a high aspect ratio densified CNT-filled via with 30
μm in diameter is shown in Figure 4.2e.
The resistances of a number of different CNT via structures were measured dur-

ing the development of this process using the four-probe method. The vias were
around 400 μm in height and 100 μm in diameter. The resistances of hexagonal
CNT structures covered with a titanium/gold metal layer decrease with the in-
creasing gold layer thickness. Increasing the gold layer thickness from 50 nm to
200 nm decreases the resistance by a factor of four (from about 4 Ω to about
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1 Ω). This would give a resistivity ranging from 7.6×10-5
Ω·m to 1.6×10-5

Ω·m,
if the CNT bundles were approximated to be cylindrical. The resistance of the
hexagonal via structure (0.85± 0.05 Ω) was also compared to the resistance of the
solid cylindrical via structure (0.69± 0.06 Ω), and little difference was observed.
Additionally, the resistance of a two-layer stacked hexagonal via is 1.5± 0.1 Ω.
These results show that the metal coating on the CNTs did have positive effect on
resistivity, thus it is possible to use improved metallic plating or doping methods
to further improve the overall conductance of the system [87, 88].

4.3 flexible and stretchable interconnects

Flexible interconnects are another interesting application for CNT-based materials.
Contrary to the normally stiff and fatigue-prone metals, CNTs are mechanically
robust and flexible, which made them a good candidate for flexible interconnects.
Paper E presents a new flexible functionalized CNT-based hybrid nanowires and
its application in the field of flexible and stretchable conductors.
Silver-coated randomly dispersed CNT networks were fabricated using the solu-

tion coating technology described in section 3.4.2. These CNT hybrid nanowires
were deposited onto the silicon substrate through the patterning of a shadow sil-
icon mask and embedded inside the PDMS substrate to form conductive wires.
Figure 4.3a shows the parallel patterns of a 20-wire array with each wire having
a length of 15 mm and a width of 500 μm. The inset in Figure 4.3a shows the
wires at the bending state. It can be seen that the conductive lines remained both
continuous and uniform when rolled up to 180°, with no indication of breakage or
voids. Figure 4.3b shows another example of conductors with different patterns.
The degree of silver nanoparticle coverage on CNT surfaces plays a crucial factor

in the electrical performance of the conductors. It has been found that the sheet
resistance of the conductor decreases rapidly with increasing silver nitrate con-
centrations during the chemical coating, compared to the reference sample made
from pure CNTs (1316 Ω/sq, resistivity of 1.3 × 104

Ω·μm). For samples prepared
with silver nitrate concentrations of 1, 2, 5, and 10 g/L, the sheet resistance values
are 100, 4, 0.38, and 0.15 Ω/sq, respectively, and the percolation threshold for an
exponential decrease in resistance was located at 2 g/L (Figure 4.3d). It indicates
that silver nanoparticles at the CNT surface were interconnecting and provide
the main contribution to electrical conductivity when the silver nitrate concentra-
tion reached 2 g/L. The minimum sheet resistance (0.096 Ω/sq, resistivity of 0.96
Ω·μm) was reached when the CNTs were fully covered with silver nanoparticles
(CAgNO3 = 15 g/L). These results are consistent with the morphology change of
the functionalized CNT-based hybrid nanowires as observed by TEM in section
3.4.2, Figure 3.22c-f.
The bending effect on the sheet resistance of the CNT-based hybrid nanowires

was investigated further on a high precision load/displacement measurement ma-
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4.3 flexible and stretchable interconnects

Figure 4.3: (a) Conductor patterns with 10+10 lines, each line has a length of 15 mm
and a width of 500 μm. The inset shows the optical images of bending (180°).
(b) Optical image of a conductor chip (8 mm × 8 mm) with a minimum pad
diameter of 100 μm. (c) Optical images of the LED array integrated by the
flexible conductors with and without bending. The LEDs remained lit with
the same illumination intensity when the demonstrator was bent to 180°. (d)
Electrical tests show a decrease of sheet resistance with the increase of silver
nanoparticles coverage on the CNTs. A minimum sheet resistance of 0.096 Ω/sq
(equivalent resistivity of 0.96 Ω·μm) at 0% strain was obtained when CNT
was totally covered by silver. (e) The sheet resistance change of the flexible
conductors (concentration of AgNO3= 15 g/L) as a function of bending angle.
(f) Resistance results of the conductor after cycled bending. The conductor
demonstrated a high reliability after 500 cycles of bending. (from Paper E)
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4.4 flexible and transparent interconnects

chine1. Figure 4.3e shows the sheet resistance variation of the flexible conductors as
a function of bending angles (-180° to 180°). After an additional 500-cycle bending
test, the conductor resistance remained constant, as shown in Figure 4.3f. These re-
sults show the excellent electro-mechanical stability of the hybrid nanowires during
the bending tests. To further demonstrate the electrical stability of the conductors
during bending, an array of light emitting diodes (LED) was assembled on the
top of the parallel wires and sealed with PDMS. Figure 4.3c shows the lit image
of the LEDs before and during bending. The LED illumination intensity at the
bending state remained almost unchanged, which indicates the stable electrical
performance of the flexible conductors.
The electrical performance of the nanowires was also investigated as a function

of tensile strain on the same load/displacement machine. After the first cycle of
stretching/releasing under 30% strain, the electrical resistance was restored to a
stable value, with a resistance increase of around 30%. After a following 500-cycle
of repeated stretching, the conductors showed relatively stable sheet resistance
(0.35 Ω/sq at the strain of 0%) with a small variation of less than 8%, with no ob-
served indication of failure. These results demonstrate the good electro-mechanical
reliability and stability of these CNT-based conductors when compared with other
reported CNT and silver nanowire composites [89–91].

4.4 flexible and transparent interconnects

Flexibility and transparency can be equally important for applications such as arti-
ficial skins [92], electronic eye cameras [93] and functional fabrics [94]. Researchers
have been using various approaches to find a balance between transparency, resis-
tivity, mechanical stability, manufacturability and many other application-specific
properties. Shape-engineered metals, carbon nanotubes and graphene are among
the mostly studied materials for these applications [3]. Conventional metal ma-
terials (e.g. titanium, gold, etc.) made into wavy shapes have good conductivity,
and the processing methods for the deposition and etching of these materials are
well established [95]. However, metals usually suffer from problems such as fatigue
[4], degradation in air [96] and poor adhesion to most common flexible substrates
[97, 98]. Recently, flexible and transparent conductors based on metal nanowires
have been widely studied and they offer the best performance in terms of sheet re-
sistance and manufacturability [99–101]. However, the resistance and transparency
of the nanowire systems is dependent on the nanowire size and the network density.
On the other hand, novel CNT- and graphene-based materials usually have better
bending and stretching performance owing to their unique nano-structures. Yet
their fabrication methods usually involve complicated and non-standard disper-
sion, doping and patterning techniques [3], which hinders the industrial adoption
of these materials. In addition, CNT- and graphene-based materials usually have
higher electrical resistance compared with that of the metals. Metal nanowires and

1 Microtester, Instron
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4.4 flexible and transparent interconnects

CNTs also have difficulties in making fine feature lines due to their large-aspect-
ratio nature.
Paper F presents a fin-like metal/CNT (Fin-M/CNT) hybrid structure devised

for the flexible and transparent conductor applications. Lithographically-patterned
high aspect ratio CNT forests are synthesized by chemical vapor deposition. These
forests are used as the supporting scaffold for a multi-layer metal film. Liquid form
PDMS was used to infiltrate the metal/CNT hybrid structure, serving as a flexible
substrate after being cured.

Figure 4.4: (a) SEM micrograph showing the morphology changes of the CNT bundle
surface after metal sputtering. The thickness of the aluminum coating increased
from 0 to 400 nm. (b) Stereo optical micrograph of the Fin-M/CNT wires with
varying width of up to 180 μm (c) Optical micrograph of the cross section of the
Fin-M/CNT wires with 5 μm width and 10 μm/20 μm pitches. (d) Micrograph
of the cross section of the Fin-M/CNT wires. The sample was cut open with
a knife. (from Paper F)

A set of Fin-M/CNT wires of different widths from 20 to 180 μm were fabricated
to demonstrate the scalability of our proposed methods (Figure 4.4b). The SEM
micrographs in Figure 4.4a show the formation of the continuous metal film on
the surface of the pristine CNT scaffold with different metal thickness. Figure
4.4c shows an optical micrograph of the cross-sectional area of the 5 μm wide Fin-
M/CNT wires embedded in PDMS for two different wire pitches (10 μm and 20
μm). Further SEM examination of these fine features is shown in Figure 4.4d. It can
be concluded that the fine-featured Fin-M/CNT wires were completely infiltrated
by PDMS with no voiding inside the porous CVD CNT forests.
In addition to the straight-line wire patterns, a honeycomb-like grid pattern was

designed and fabricated using the proposed Fin-M/CNT structures (Figure 4.5a).
The grid wire pitch is 1 mm and all samples have an aluminum coating with a
thickness of 400 nm (Figure 4.5b). Due to the large PDMS-filled areas in between
the grid lines, the resulting sample is a transparent conductive sheet (Figure 4.5c).
The optical transmittances in the visible light range (390 nm to 700 nm) for samples
with wire widths of 15 μm, 30 μm, 45 μm and 60 μm were plotted in Figure 4.5d
along with their respective sheet resistance. Also shown in the same figure are the
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4.4 flexible and transparent interconnects

Figure 4.5: (a) SEM micrograph of the honeycomb-like grid pattern of the Fin-M/CNT
structure after being transferred onto the thermal tape. (b) Top view optical
micrograph of the grid Fin-M/CNT wires embedded in PDMS substrate and
the zoom-in picture at the grid line junction. (c) A 34 mm × 34 mm rectangular
transparent Fin-M/CNT conductor sheet with ruler and underlying logo. (d)
Sheet resistance and transparency change with respect to grid wire width of
15 μm, 30 μm, 45 μm and 60 μm. The left vertical axis of the figure is for
optical transmittance of the conductor in visible light range (390-700 nm) and
the right vertical axis is for the corresponding sheet resistance values. (from
Paper F)
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4.5 3d interconnects for flexible circuit integration

optical pictures of the transparent samples placed on top of the Chalmers Avancez
logotype. It is shown that for a wire width of 15 μm, a sheet resistance as low as 45
Ω/sq was obtained with an optical transmittance of 88%. This result shows a lower
sheet resistance than those previously reported transparent sheet conductors based
on thin layers of carbon nanotubes (65-80 Ω/sq, reference [102, 103]) and graphene
(210-350 Ω/sq, reference [104–106]) at similar optical transmittance levels. For wire
width of 60 μm, the sheet resistance was reduced to 31 Ω/sq, at the cost of the
optical transmittance being reduced to 74%. The logotype insets in Figure 4.5d also
show that the right-most sample was visually darker than the left-most sample, as
the transmittance gradually increased from 74% to 88%. The largest transparent
grid-patterned Fin-M/CNT sheet produced in this work is around 34 mm × 34
mm (Figure 4.5c), a limitation set by the size of the CNT growth chamber.
The effect of bending on the sheet resistance of the Fin-M/CNT-based transpar-

ent conductor was investigated. The corresponding initial sheet resistance of the
three samples were 85 Ω, 65 Ω and 45 Ω. After 500 cycles of bending at a angle of
180°, the electrical resistance of all samples remained almost constant (less than
± 5% change during and after the tests). Good bonding between the Fin-W/CNT
wire and PDMS substrate was retained after the bending test. Here a comparison
can be made with a study on a graphene based conductor, that showed a resistance
increase of 20% after the third bending cycle due to the crack formation [107]. The
improved bonding with the substrate and excellent flexibility of the CNT scaffolds
make the Fin-M/CNT wires less vulnerable to bending-related fatigue.

4.5 3d interconnects for flexible circuit integration

A lot of research has been done in stacking electronic integrated circuits in the ver-
tical direction for rigid electronic systems. On the contrary, there has been little
research on the 3D integration scheme for making flexible electronics systems. Most
polyimide and polyester based flexible electronics systems are fabricated in a simi-
lar manner as the rigid printed circuit boards [108]. There are also many polymer
and silicone based approaches of fabricating flexible active and passive circuit com-
ponents using novel materials such as CNTs and graphene [104, 109–115]. These
approaches provide possibilities to make new types of flexible electronics other
than the conventional ones. Yet most of these approaches are laying the functional
circuits in a 2D plane.
Paper G demonstrates a flexible and stackable 3D interconnect system based on

metal-coated CNT scaffolds embedded in PDMS substrate. The interconnect scaf-
fold consists of patterned CNT forests of two different heights, which are obtained
in a one-step CVD process by using two different underlayer materials (Al2O3
and SiO2) underneath the iron catalyst. A low 100 μm thick CNT forest forms
the core of the horizontal interconnect, while a 400 μm high CNT bundle defines
the top-to-bottom via wiring. To complete the interconnect, the CNT scaffold was
sputter-coated by a titanium/gold multi-metal layer and embedded in PDMS. The
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4.5 3d interconnects for flexible circuit integration

Figure 4.6: A two-layer 3D metal-CNT interconnect system with dummy silicon chips
embedded in PDMS substrate. (a) The system in the bended status. Inset is
the cross section picture of stacked vertical vias through the PDMS. Image
obtained by cutting the PDMS open with a knife. (b) Zoom-in picture of the
two-layer stacked chips in the flexible PDMS substrate. (c) The cross section
of the two-layer horizontal wires embedded and running inside in the PDMS.
(from Paper G)

substrate thickness were chosen to provide the possibility of embedding thinned
silicon chips to form a stacked 3D flexible circuit system.
Dummy silicon chips thinned down to 100 μm were placed on the horizontal wires

before PDMS filling, in order to demonstrate the possibility of stacking multiple
chips in the vertical dimension (Figure 4.6a, b). The cross-section micrographs of
the stacked horizontal and vertical interconnects are shown in Figure 4.6a, c.
Four-probe DC resistance of a single layer 3D metal-CNT interconnect system

was measured with vias of 400 μm in height and 600 μm in diameter, and wires of
4 mm in length, 400 μm in width and 100 μm in thickness. For wires with titanium
thickness fixed at 20 nm and gold thickness varied at 50 nm, 100 nm and 200
nm, their respective resistances were around 265 Ω, 89 Ω and 30 Ω. Compared to
the resistance of pristine CNTs at 4796 Ω, the electrical performance was clearly
improved by the metal coatings. The effect of bending on the sheet resistance of
the 3D metal-CNT structures was also investigated. Experiment showed that the
there was no significant resistance increase after the bending test of 300 cycles.
To further investigate the mechanical properties of the structures, a finite ele-

ment model with similar structural dimensions to the samples was developed (Fig-
ure 4.7). The mechanical properties of the PDMS and the CNTs for simulation
were taken from Paper C and references [116, 117], respectively. A time-resolved
bending simulation was applied to this model, which mimics the bending setup
of the load/displacement machine. Figure 4.7a animates the bending motion of
the PDMS structure and Figure 4.7b animates the bending of the CNTs embed-
ded inside. It is shown that most of the strain deformation was absorbed by the
PDMS material (Figure 4.7c, maximum 17-19%). The CNT structure only takes
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4.5 3d interconnects for flexible circuit integration

Figure 4.7: Finite element model of the CNT structures embedded in PDMS substrate.
(a) The PDMS structures at different bending status during the time-resolved
simulation. (b) The CNT horizontal wire and vertical via structures at differ-
ent bending status during the same simulation. (c) The strain distribution in
the PDMS substrate as in the most bended status of (a). The maximum strain
deformation of the PDMS material is around 17-19%. (d) The strain deforma-
tion of the CNT wire and via structures as in the most bended status of (b).
Only a fraction of the maximum strain (around 3-4%) was observed on the
CNT structures. (from Paper G)
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4.5 3d interconnects for flexible circuit integration

a fraction of the strain (Figure 4.7d, maximum 3-4%). The model indicates that
the softer, viscoelastic PDMS around of the metal-CNT structures absorbs much
of the strain and the via area is almost strain-free during the bending test. This
simulation complies with the experiment result that the resistance of the samples
was stable after the bending tests.
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5
CONCLUS ION

By the writing of this thesis and the attached publications, this doctral study
explored the possibility of using carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as the interconnect
material for electronics applications. The unique properties of CNTs are discussed
for their potential as an alternative to metal-based interconnects. Different CNT
process methods, such as growth, densification, transfer and coating, have been
developed and discussed in detail within the scope of this thesis. Effort has been
spent to find the ways of manipulating and improving the high temperature grown,
defective and porous CNT bundles. These methods, together with other device fab-
rication techniques, are combined to demonstrate the feasibility of using CNTs in
various electronic interconnect applications. Rigid and flexible interconnect scenar-
ios are both covered with respective technology demonstrators, including bumps,
through silicon vias (TSVs), and flexible/stretchable/transparent conductors.
For the rigid CNT interconnects, high yield bumps have been fabricated and char-

acterized for mechanical and electrical performance. A novel process flow, based
on densifying and transferring vertically aligned CNT structures, has been devised
to fabricate highly uniform CNT bump arrays at chip scale.
TSVs consisting of densified CNT bundles in the via core have been also demon-

strated. Double-layer stacked chips with CNT TSVs have been successfully fabri-
cated and characterized. CNTs with a minimum via diameter of 30 μm and an
aspect ratio of 10:1 have been demonstrated with specially designed hexagonal
geometries. This process is compatible with the temperature requirement of the
existing device fabrication process, and the test results indicate good stability and
scalability.
For the flexible CNT interconnects, a novel silver plating method has been devel-

oped for stretchable conductor applications. Flexible and stretchable circuits based
on silver-coated CNT networks showed stable electro-mechanical performance in
both bending and stretching tests.
Furthermore, low resistance fin-like metal/CNT hybrid interconnect structures

have been devised. High aspect ratio CNT/metal structures were embedded in
a flexible substrate with the help of PDMS infiltration. Hexagonal grid patterns
were designed for transparent conductive sheets with high optical transparency,
low sheet resistance and excellent robustness against bending.
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conclusion

Stacking of the flexible interconnect systems has been achieved using the catalyst-
engineered CNT forest growth. Different CNT growth underlayers were designed
to produce height-differentiated CNT structures, which act as the scaffolds for
the metallic conducting paths in a three dimensional manner. Stacking of the
interconnects into 3D networks, with dummy chips embedded in each layer, has
been demonstrated.
The process technology developed in this thesis is just a small amount of the

technological development required to see the adoption of CNT-based intercon-
nects in industry. There is still a long way ahead before the commercialization of
CNTs in mass-produced electronic devices.
Nevertheless, I wish that the process work presented in this thesis will provide

some valuable guidance for future researchers whose work may involve new mate-
rials of similar properties.
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